LABELS DESTROYING AMERICA
WILL AMERICA EVER LEARN... or destroy ourselves as did the great Roman Empire that was once the
"superpower" on earth?
"Auguste Comte (1798-1857) said, “Ideas govern the world.” By “ideas,” he meant beliefs and values; not so
much the beliefs and values of individuals as the beliefs and values of a society. If a society is to hold together –
if it is to cohere – its members must generally agree on a system of ideas. If there is considerable disagreement
on beliefs and values, the society in question will tend to fall apart."
"The budget should be balanced, the Treasury should be refilled, PUBLIC DEBT SHOULD BE REDUCED,
the arrogance of officialdom should be tempered and controlled, and the assistance to foreign lands should be
curtailed lest Rome become bankrupt. People must again learn to work, instead of living on public assistance." Cicero - 55 BC
LABELS destroy nations because they become weapons of division among the people, pitting one LABEL's
loyal citizens against all other LABEL's loyal citizens, and the fight between labels rage on until the nation is
destroyed..."Superpower" at that point is just another label on the ash heap of history.
LABELS change constantly, so rapidly even it's loyalists are clueless what their chosen LABEL represents. For
example, nobody today can really define with certainty what these labels actually mean or do... Patriot,
Republican, Democrat, Conservative, Liberal, Progressive, Married, Church, Christian, Muslim, Illegals,
Citizen, Racist, Black Caucus, Hispanic Caucus, Civil Rights, Educated...even the label "God" and "Religion"
cannot be defined in unity in America today.
LABELS evidence polarizing differences preventing that vital "general system of values, beliefs, ideas of a
society" from binding citizens together in unity of purpose...only this unity will perpetuate greatness of a nation,
our beloved USA included.
"For God and Country"...that is the "system" that made America great from our origin, the unity of purpose of
our citizens who insured "One nation under One God", not "One nation under many gods", our PUBLIC DEBT
WAS REDUCED, we controlled and tempered the arrogance of elected leaders...all the values Cicero set forth
in 55 BC were the very fabric of our society in these United States of America at our origin.
This is the only way to "Make America Great Again".
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